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I. INTRODUCTION 
“Stability” of fixed points has been studied by Fort [lo], Kinoshita [15], 
O’Neill [18], Browder [2, 4, 51 and Fenske [8, 91. There are two different 
stability concepts in these papers. The first, due to Fort [lo], is that of an 
essential fixed point. The second is that of a repulsive fixed point, which was 
introduced by Browder [4], following a suggestion of Jones. Results concer- 
ning the latter notion have interesting applications in proofs of the existence 
of periodic solutions of functional-differential equations, for example, in 
Jones [12, 131. 
We prove some general asymptotic fixed-point theorems which can be 
applied to the following questions successfully. 
(1) Do there exist nonrepulsive fixed points and, if so, under what 
conditions ? 
(2) What is the relation between the two stability concepts? 
In this context, it turns out that (fixed-point) index arguments are very 
useful. 
II. NOTATIONS AND BASIC DEFINITIONS 
Let (X, d) be a compact metric space. We denote by Xx the set of all 
continuous mappings on X into X. If f and g are in Xx, we set 
For x E X we denote by U(x) the set of neighborhoods of x in X. If A is a 
subset of the topological space X, we denote by 2 the closure of A and by 
i?A the boundary of A. If X is a connected topological space, f E Xx, and U 
is open in X, we denote by ind(X, f, U) the (fixed-point) index whenever 
an index in the sense of [3] and [6] is defined that satisfies the axioms of 
localization, additivity, homotopy, normalization, and commutativity. If X 
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is a topological space such that a Lefschetz number is defined for mappings 
f~ Xx, we denote this number by /I(X;f). Iff is in Xx, we set 
CD(f) ={XEXIfX=X}. 
DEFINITION 2.1 [lo, 181. Let (X, d) be a compact metric space and let 
f be in Xx. 
(1) An element x,,E@(f) (TEXT) is called essential if given any 
neighborhood I’ of x,, there is an E > 0 such that g E Xx has a fixed point in V 
whenever d(f, g) < E. 
(2) A subset S of X is called essential with respect to f E Xx if given 
any neighborhood V of S there is an E > 0 such that g E Xx has a fixed point 
in V whenever d(f, g) < E. 
If X is not compact metric, one has to use neighborhoods off in the com- 
pact-open topology on Xx in (2.1). 
DEFINITION 2.2 [4]. Let X be a topological space and let f E Xx. An 
element x0 E Q(f) is called repulsive relative to U E U(x,) if given any 
V E U(q) there is an n, E N such that f n(X\V) C X\U whenever n 2% n, . 
Finally, we set 
@T(f) = {(x9 U) I x is a repulsive fixed point off relative to U E U(x)}. 
III. CHARACTERIZATION OF REPULSIVE FIXED POINTS 
We prove a general asymptotic fixed-point theorem which characterizes 
repulsive fixed points by their index. This theorem was motivated by a result 
of Fenske [8], who proved that ind(X, f %, U) = 0 for n large enough, where 
X is an infinite-dimensional compact convex subset of a locally convex 
topological vector space over the reals (LCTVS), f is in Xx, and U is a neigh- 
borhood of a repulsive fixed point off such that Q(f) n 3 U = ia. To obtain 
Fenske’s result for the finite-dimensional case, the repulsive fixed point must 
be assumed to be a point of the boundary of X. 
The following result weakens the boundary condition, as well as the con- 
vexity and linearity condition in Fenske’s theorem, and it shows that n can 
be taken to be I. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let X be a compact connected metric ANR, let f be an 
element of Xx, and assume that the open subset V of X satisfies the following 
conditions. 
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(3.1 .l) The inclusion i: X\ V --+ X induces isomorphisms of singular 
cohomology with rational coejkients. 
(3.1.2) x\V is a retract of X. 
(3.1.3) There is an n,, E N such that f “(X\V) C X\v whenever n 3 n, . 
Then ind(X, f, V) = 0. 
Proof. Observe that @(f ;By) = D for any n E N; hence, by results of 
Browder [I] and Brown [6] ind(X, f %, V) is defined. If @(f ;“,,) were not 
empty for some n E N, choose t E N such that t * n > n,, . Then f “x = x 
(x E aV), implies f t*nx = x in contradiction to f “‘“(X\V) C x\F. 
Step 1. We prove that there exists a positive integer k, such that 
ind(X, f Ic, V) = 0 whenever K 2 k, . 
(a) fn(X\V)CX\vCX\V whenever 12 an,. 
(b) ind(X, f n, X) = ind(X, f n, V) + ind(X, f n, X\v) for n E N. This 
equation follows immediately from the axiom of additivity, since X\V and V 
are disjoint open subsets of X. 
(c) ind(X, f fl, x\V) = ind(X\ V, f *, X\V) holds whenever 12 3 n, . 
Since X\V is a retract of X, it is itself a compact metric ANR and 
f “(X\p) C X\V whenever 71 > n, . Hence ind(X\ V, f n, X\ V) is defined. 
If I: X + X\V denotes the retraction, the property f nx = f ?x for any 
x E X\V and the axiom of localization imply 
ind(X, f 11, X\V) = ind(X, f ?-, X\r) 
whenever n > n, . Finally, Y 0 i = id,,, and the axiom of commutativity 
imply 
ind(X, ifn~, X\ 8) = ind(X, f ‘?, x\ 8) 
= ind(X\ V, f ?i, X\ V) = ind(X\ V, f n, X\ v) 
whenever n > no . 
(d) ind(X\ V, f”, X\ V) = ind(X\ V, f n, X\ V) holds whenever n > n, . 
Since X\V is open in X\ V and f nx # x holds for any x E (x\ V)\(x\V), 
the axiom of additivity implies the equation. 
(e) ind(X,fn, X) = /1(X, f “) and ind(X\V, f n, X\V) = A(x\V; f “) 
hold whenever n 3 n, . These equations are direct consequences of the 
axiom of normalization and (a). 
(f) Equations (b)-(e) imply the equation 
A(X,f”) = ind(X,f”, V) + A(X\V;fn) 
whenever n > n,, . 
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(g) Assumption (3.1.1) implies LQX;,@) = cl(X\V,f”) whenever 
n > ?z#J . 
Using the basic property of commutativity of the following diagram for 
cohomology, 
H*(X; cl) 
H*(i) 
l H*(X\V; a> 
I 
H*d) 
H*(X; CD) 
H*(i) 
, I 
H*(f;x\v) 
H*(X\V; Qe) 
we obtain 
Hence, 
trace(H*(frx\r)) = trace(H*(i) H*(f”) H*(i)-‘) 
= trace(H*(fn)). 
A(X; f”) = A(x\v; f”). 
Equations (f) and (g) imply the proposition of step 1. 
Step 2. We prove that, if ind(X, f a, V) = 0 whenever A > no, then 
ind(X, f, V) = 0. 
We use results of Steinlein [21] and of Zabreiko and Krasnosels’kii [22], 
which state that 
ind(X, f s, M) = ind(X, f, M) mod?, 
if X is a compact metric ANR, M is an open bounded subset of X, f maps 
M into X, and s = pt (t E N), with p a prime number. The only nontrivial 
assumption in this context is 
@(f 8,) u f Wf ;d> C M. 
For M = V, this assumption is satisfied for any s E N because tD(f ra,) := ,@ 
for any nEN. 
Assume there is an integer K, such that ind(X, f ko, V) # 0. Choose 
p E N (p prime) such that p is not in the unique factorization of the integer 
ind(X, f ko, V). Choose t E N such that s = pt > n, . We conclude 
but 
ind(X, (f *O)‘, V) = ind(X, fko, V) mod P, 
ind(X,f’Co’8, V) = 0 
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by step 1. Hence, ind(X,f’“a, V) = 0 modp in contradiction to the choice of 
p, and this proves the assertion of step 2. 
We apply the general theorem to repulsive fixed points. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let X be a compact connected metric ANR and let f be an 
element of Xx. Let x,, E X be a repulsive fixed point off relative to U E U(x,). 
Assume there exists V E U(x,) such that V C v C U and conditions (3.1.1) and 
(3.1.2) are satisfied. Then ind(X, f, U) = 0. 
Proof. Since x0 is repulsive, assumption (3.1.3) is satisfied and an argument 
similar to the one used in Theorem 3.1 shows that x0 is the only fixed point 
off in U. Hence, by the axiom of additivity ind(X, f, V) = ind(X, f, U) = 0. 
Next we consider compact convex subsets of a not necessarily metrizable 
LCTVS E. Note that such spaces need not be ANR spaces, as an example 
of Michael [17] shows. For such sets several authors, for instance, Fenske [8], 
developed an index which satisfies the axioms. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let X be a compact convex infinite dimensional subset of a 
LCTVS E. Let x0 E X be a repulsive$xed point off E Xx relative to U E U(x,). 
Then ind(X, f, U) = 0. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that aU n D(f) = a. 
Otherwise, choose V E U(x,) such that V C r C U. Then x,, is the only fixed 
point in v and x,, is repulsive relative to V. A result of Fenske [S] implies 
the existence of a positive integer n, such that ind(X, f n, U) = 0 whenever 
n 2 n, . To prove the corollary, we could use this result and step 2 in the 
proof of Theorem 3.1. But we prefer to derive the corollary directly from 
Theorem 3.1. Using results of Fenske [8], we have a neighborhood W E U(x,) 
(WC U) and a linear mapping H: X-t 1, , not necessarily injective, with 
the following properties. 
(1) H(X) is a compact convex subset of the Hilbert space 1, . 
(2) ind(H(X), HfH-I, H(W)) is well defined, HfH-1 is single valued, 
and the equation ind(X, f, W) = ind(H(X), HfH-l, H(W)) holds. 
(3) H(x,) is a repulsive fixed point of HfH-l relative to H(W). 
By theorems of Keller [14] and Klee [16], we can find a homeomorphism 
F: H(X)+lm, wherelm is the Hilbert cube in 1,) such that FH(x,,) is an extreme 
point of Im, (i.e., a vertex) and such that FH(x,) is a repulsive fixed point of 
FHfH-IF-l relative to FH(W). Then the axiom of commutativity implies 
that ind(H(X), HfH-l, H(W)) = ind(lm, FHfH-lF-l, FH( W)). Since Im is a 
compact metric ANR, in order to apply Corollary 3.2, it suffices to show that 
(3.1.1) and (3.1.2) are satisfied. Choose V/E U(FH(x,,)) such that Im\v is a 
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convex subset of I”. This is possible since FH(x,) is an extreme point. 
Convexity implies by a theorem of Dugundji [7] that Im\vis an AR; hence, 
it is a retract of 1”; hence, (3.1.2) is satisfied. Since I” and Im\V are acyclic 
spaces and since for connected topological spaces Y and 2 and any mapping 
g: Y -+ Z the induced homomorphism Ho(g): H”(Z; Q) --+ H”( Y, 8) is 
bijective, (3.1.1) is satisfied. 
The next corollary in this context serves as a further example for Theorem 
3.1, which shows how the boundary condition (3.1.1) can be satisfied. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let X be a compact connected topological n-manifold 
with boundary. Let x0 E X be a repulsive Jixed point off E Xx relative to 
U E U(x,). Assume there exists V E U(x,) such that V C r C U and V is 
homeomorphic with the Euclidean half-space [w,“. Then ind(X, f, U) = 0. 
Proof. It is well known that X is a compact metric ANR. The assumption 
on V implies that X\ V is a strong deformation retract of X; hence, (3.1.1) and 
(3.1.2) are trivially satisfied and so Corollary 3.2 can be applied. 
Comparing the results of Fenske [S] with Corollary 3.2 shows that the 
convexity assumption has been weakened by (3.1.2) and the boundary 
condition on the repulsive fixed point has been weakened by the homological 
condition (3.1.1). Note that an infinite-dimensional compact subset of a 
topological linear space has no inner points. Conditions (3.1.1) and (3.1.2) 
seem to be only slightly more general than the condition that X\V is a 
deformation retract of X, but they seem to be the most general conditions on a 
repulsive fixed point for a characterization by the index, as the following 
example points out. 
EXAMPLE 3.5 Fenske [8]. Let X be the set (x E R2 1 (1 x/I < l}. Define 
g: X+X by gx = 2x, if II x II < 3, and gx = x/II x 11, if 11 x/I > +. Define 
h: X--f X to be the rotation by the angle .rr/2112 and define f = h 0 g. 
Then x0 = 0 is a repulsive fixed point off relative to U, 
and it turns out that ind(X, f, U) = 1. 
IV. EXISTENCE OF NONREPULSIVE FIXED POINTS 
As an application of the general theorem (3.1) we prove a theorem con- 
cerning the existence of nonrepulsive fixed points in compact connected 
metric ANR spaces. This result extends simultaneously the Lefschetz 
fixed-point theorem and Browder’s generalization of the Schauder tixed- 
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point theorem, which states the existence of nonrepulsive fixed points for 
continuous mappings of infinite-dimensional compact convex subsets of a 
Banach space (see [4]). Th e assumption of infinite dimensionality is made 
to ensure that each repulsive fixed point is a boundary point of the set. 
In analogy to Browder’s labeling of his theorem, we could regard the follow- 
ing theorem as a generalization of the Lefschetz fixed-point theorem for 
three reasons. First, in our theorem objects such as compact ANR spaces are 
considered, which means that assumptions like convexity and linearity are 
dropped. Second, one can derive Browder’s theorem from ours as easily as 
the Schauder fixed-point theorem can be derived from the Lefschetz fixed- 
point theorem. Third, the proof of our theorem uses index arguments. 
For any topological space X, we set 
L X) = {f E Xx ] there exists a system { Vcr, vz)}(z, UZ)EQ~cf) of open disjoint sub- 
sets of X such that V(,, LIZ) C vcz,Uz) C U, and conditions (3.1.1) and 
(3.1.2) are satisfied for V(,,Uz,}. 
We use the abbreviation 
THEOREM 4.1. Let X be a compact connected metric ANR. Then f E L(X) 
has a nonrepulsive Jixed point in X whenever A(X; f) # 0. 
Proof. Compactness of X implies that any f E Xx has only a finite number 
of repulsive fixed points in X, since each of them is isolated. 
(1) If a,(f) = % , the assertion follows from the Lefschetz fixed-point 
theorem. 
(2) Let ((xl , u,J,..., (xk, U,s)} = @r(f). If f EL(X), there exist 
V 21 ,..., VSk such that Vzi n Vz, = @ (i #j) and ind(X, f, Vzi) = 0 for 
i E (l,..., K} as a consequence of Theorem 3.1. Since fx # x for any 
XE x\ (j(x\v,l)u (j vq 
i ( 
= (jw,, 
i=l i==l )I i=l 
the axiom of additivity implies for the open sets 
ind(X, f, X) = ind + f WXf, V& 
i=l 
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Then the axiom of normalization implies 
A(X;f) = id X,f, 0 (X\vJ , 
i=l 
which completes the proof since 
id X,f, fi (X\Vzi) # 0 
i=l 
implies that f has a fixed point in (J:=, (X\vzi) which cannot be repulsive 
by construction. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let X be a compact acyclic ANR. 
A(X) = (f E XX 1 there exists a system { V( r. CT~~, UNTO, of open and ditioint 
subsets of X such that V, C vz C U, and (3.1.2) is satisjed for V,}. 
Then any f E A(X) has a nonrepulsive Jixed point in X. 
Proof. Since X\ V, is a retract of X for (x, U,) E @,( f ), X\ V, is obviously 
acyclic and so iz: X\V, + X induces isomorphisms of cohomology. Finally, 
f E A(X) implies that cl(X; f) = 1, and so A(X) CL(X). 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let X be a compact connected topological n-manifold with 
boundary. 
B(X) = {f E Xx 1 (x, U,) E D7( f) implies that there exists V, C U, such that 
(x, V,) E D,.(f) and V, is homeomorphic with the Euclidean half- 
space R+n}. 
Then f E B(x) has a nonrepulsive Jixed point whenever A(X; f) # 0. 
Proof. If {(x1 , Uzl),..., (xk , U&} = Qr( f), choose Vzi such that Vsi is 
homeomorphic with IW+n, VS6 C Vzi C U,. , and V,. n Vz, = ~zr (i + j). 
Then B(X) CL(X) follows from Corollary (3.4). * 
Finally, we point out how Browder’s theorem can be derived from 
Theorem 4.1. 
COROLLARY 4.4 [4]. Let X be an infinite-dimensional compact convex subset 
of a Banuch space. Then any f E Xx has a nonrepuhive jixed point in X. 
Proof. If@,(f) = {(x1 , U,J,..., (xk , UzJ), we choose a homeomorphism 
H: X + Iw, using results of Klee [16], such that the elements xi correspond 
to different vertices of I”. Next we choose neighborhoods Wi E U(H(x,)) in 
Im such that Wi n Wi = % (i fj), I”\Wi is convex, and Wi C ri C H(U,J 
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(see proof of (3.3) and [4, Lemma 31). Using exactly the same arguments as 
in the proof of Corollary 3.3, we obtain that HfH-l E A(lm) if one takes into 
consideration that any repulsive fixed point off is one of HfH-l and vice 
versa. 
Looking at Example 3.5, it turns out that x0 = 0 is the only fixed point of 
the mapping f, and this seems to show that Theorem 4.1 is the most general 
existence theorem in this context. 
V. REPULSIVE AND ESSENTIAL FIXED POINTS 
As a further application of Theorem 3.1, we establish a relation between the 
concepts of repulsive and essential fixed points. Example 3.5 shows that not 
every repulsive fixed point is inessential because the fixed point in Example 
3.5 is, by a theorem of O’Neill [18], an essential one. On the other hand 
examples of Fenske [8] show that not every repulsive fixed point is essential. 
To establish some results in this context, one has to introduce restrictions 
about the fixed points. Fenske [8] proved that a repulsive fixed point of a 
mapping f which maps a compact convex subset of [w” into itself is an inessen- 
tial fixed point of some iterate f” (Iz E N) if the fixed point is a boundary 
point of the set. While Fenske’s proof of this is constructive, we derive a 
relation which uses the index property of repulsive fixed points. We prove an 
asymptotic fixed-point theorem that applies obviously to repulsive fixed 
points and isolated fixed points of zero index. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let X be a Jinite polyhedron and let f be in Xx. Let K be 
a component of @( f ) isolated in a neighborhood U. Assume that U satis$es 
conditions (3.1.1), (3.1.2) and (3.1.3) and that there exists a Euclidean neigh- 
borhood V of dimension n > 1 such that K C V C v C U. Then K is an 
inessential component of fixedpoints off. 
Proof. X is a compact ANR. By the axiom of additivity we have 
ind(X, f, U) = ind(X, f, V), since fx # x for any x E U\V. Applying 
theorem (3.1) we obtain ind(X, f, U) = 0. The assertion follows using a 
special consequence of a theorem of O’Neill [ 18, p. 5051. 
COROLLARY 5.2. Let X be a @site polyhedron and let f be in Xx. Let x,, 
be a repulsive fixed point of f relative to U E U(x,). Assume there exist 
V, WE U(x,,) such that WC WC V C Y C U and W is Euclidean of dimension 
n > 1 and conditions (3.1.1) and (3.1.2) are satis$ed for V. Then x0 is an 
inessential$xed point off. 
Proof. Apply corollary (3.2) and theorem (5.1). 
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VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In a subsequent paper, we shall consider generalizations of the results in 
Sections III and IV, concerning K-set contractions of bounded sets instead 
of continuous mappings of compact sets. The notion of a k-set contraction 
is a generalization of compact mappings on bounded sets; that is, k-set 
contractions, K = 0, agree with compact mappings if the spaces are complete. 
For terminology see Nussbaum [20], who introduced an (fixed-point) index 
for such mappings which satisfies the axioms. 
We state two results without proof. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let X be an injnite-dimensional closed bounded convex subset 
of a Banach space. Let f 6 Xx be a continuous k-set contraction, k < 1, and let x,, 
be a repulsiveJixedpoint off relative to U E U(x,). Then ind(X, f, U) = 0. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let X be an infinite-dimensional closed bounded convex 
subset of a Banach space. Let f E Xx be a k-set contraction, k < 1. Then f has a 
nonrepulsive Jixed point in X. 
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